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FOR A BETTER DIGITAL 
HEALTHCARE IN BULGARIA

Digital Health and Innovation Cluster 
Bulgaria is a non-profit organization that 
supports companies and organizations in 

the field of digital health and innovative health-
care solutions to build an ecosystem in health-
care and boost sustainability and efficiency in 
the system for patients, HCPs, entrepreneurs, 
society, institutions.

Nine companies and two non-profit organiza-
tions founded the Digital Health and Innova-
tion Cluster Bulgaria in November 2018. 

https://dhicluster.bg/


Create a data-driven healthcare to boost sustainability and 
efficiency in the system.V ision

Develop an ecosystem in healthcare that is open for private 
entrepreneurs and organizations able to provide the tools 
that create value impact out the vast technological and data 
resources.

M ission

 � Support companies and organizations strategically for 
continuous improvement in the field of digital health and 
innovative healthcare solutions.

 � Create an entrepreneurship ecosystem in healthcare.

 � Support innovative ideas in healthcare to turn into pilot 
projects and/or successful businesses.

 � Support DHI Cluster members’ innovative projects and 
business solutions in healthcare.

 � Represent DHI Cluster members’ interests in different 
matters.

 � Encourage ethical market relationships, as well as 
business and management practices.

 � Participation in digital health policy-making, governance 
and competitiveness.

 � Develop and support entrepreneurship education.

 � Offer capacity building for a sustainable and efficient 
healthcare system.

 � Promote the Cluster and introduce members to the 
research, technological and business community in 
Bulgaria, the EU and other non-EU countries.

G oals

https://dhicluster.bg/


ACCESS TO ACTIONABLE 
INFORMATION;

CONSULTING

PLATFORM FOR
CONNECTIONS AND

COLLABORATION

NAVIGATE IN THE
HEALTHCARE SYSTEM;

EDUCATE

SUPPORT ON DIGITAL
HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS

S ervices

https://dhicluster.bg/


MEMBERS

https://dhicluster.bg/


M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

ABBVIE IS A RESEARCH-BASED GLOBAL BIOPHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY 

In 2018, AbbVie medicines helped

AbbVie is the leader in immunology

We have been leveraging deep scientific exper-
tise to develop next-generation biologics and 
small molecules in rheumatology, dermatology 
and gastroenterology.

Investing in science

AbbVie is investing in groundbreaking science and innovative technology in order to generate the 
insights necessary to fuel our pipeline and deliver a new wave of medicines.

Oncology

Oncology is one of our fastest growing thera-
peutic areas. We have treatments approved for 
multiple blood cancers:

M ission Discover and develop transformative therapies that deliver 
compelling patient benefits, strong clinical performance 
and clear economic value, while reshaping the standard of 
care for patients.
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

The biotechnology company Amgen unfolds the potential of biology for the 
benefit of patients suffering from serious illnesses by detecting, develop-
ing, producing and supplying innovative medicines for human use. This ap-

proach is a result of the use of tools such as the highest achievements of human 
genetics to decipher the complex nature of disease and a thorough understand-
ing of the foundations of human biology.

Amgen directs its efforts in the field of outstanding medical problems and uses 
its expertise in the field of biological production to find solutions that improve 
the healing results and significantly change the quality of life. A pioneer in bio-
technology since 1980, Amgen has been growing and becoming one of the larg-
est independent biotechnology companies with millions of patients in over 75 
countries around the world.

Since 2009 on the territory of Bulgaria Amgen has been working in partnership 
with the Bulgarian scientific community and health institutions to provide access 
to vital medicinal products to patients in the country. In addition, the company 
also sponsors numerous clinical studies. 

WE TRANSFORM NEW IDEAS AND DISCOVERIES INTO INNOVATIVE MEDICINAL 
PRODUCTS AND THERAPIES TO COMBAT SEVERE AND SOCIALLY SIGNIFICANT DISEASES
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

AstraZeneca has more than 50 years in Bulgaria and is one of the dynamic and fast-
est growing companies in the industry. 

AstraZeneca Bulgaria launches socially responsible initiatives aimed at improving the 
health and quality of life and unlocking the potential of young people. 

Digital health is one of main priorities of the company. Years of experience enabling 
AstraZeneca to embed digital health at scale across R&D. To improve patients experi-
ence and outcomes and shortening the time it takes to bring life-changing medicines to 
patients, AstraZeneca have three strategic priorities: transforming how the company 
works, redefining digital health and reimagining healthcare. 

A GLOBAL, SCIENCE-LED BIOPHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY THAT FOCUSES ON THE 
DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT AND COMMERCIALISATION OF PRESCRIPTION MEDICINES

Focus on three main therapy areas

1 2 3ONCOLOGY CARDIOVASCULAR,  
RENAL &  

METABOLISM

RESPIRATORY &  
IMMUNOLOGY
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

SCIENCE FOR A BETTER LIFE

Bayer is a global enterprise with core competencies in the Life Science fields of health 
care and agriculture. Its products and services are designed to benefit people and 
improve their quality of life. Bayer is committed to the principles of sustainable de-

velopment and to its social and ethical responsibilities as a corporate citizen.

Bayer Bulgaria EOOD is mainly marketing and commercial organization for pharmaceu-
tical products, OTC products and crop protection products (herbicides, fungicides, and in-
secticides) and seeds. In addition, Bayer Bulgaria EOOD is engaged in clinical trials in 
relation to its pharmaceutical products. Bayer’s mission is Science for a Better Life! 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

A DATA ANALYTICS, CONNECTED PLANNING, AND AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS PROVIDER

We streamline our clients’ process-
es, provide actionable insights and 
improve efficiency through data 

and visualization. Since 2012, we have been 
helping Global Fortune 500 companies to 
democratize their data and embed analyt-
ics and planning in their organizations. We 
are on a mission of improving the lives of 
people. 

Our clients are leading Healthcare provid-
ers and Life Sciences companies who use 
our services to support their journey to 
save lives and care for people, more effi-
ciently and error-free. We work with the 
world’s leading BI and planning platforms 
– Qlik and Anaplan. Our dashboards are 
used by over 5 000 employees globally and 
save over 30 000 hours of manual labor 
yearly. 

Our team is a diverse group of professionals 
with international experience specializing 
in the development and implementation 
of agile digital transformation projects for 
our clients. We support each other, work 
together, and have fun together during our 
regular teambuilding and CSR activities. 

„
“

One of the 1000 
Fastest growing 
companies in 
Europe.

By Financial Times (2020)
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

Beyond pre-accelerator is a spin off between JA Bulgaria and The Edge 
R&BD. The program targets students (BSc, MSc and PhD level) along 
with young professionals that want to work on creating and develop-

ing lean technology startups. The pre-accelerator applies the open innova-
tion model, meaning the creation of multidisciplinary teams of people with 
different background and competences that work in the same teams with 
the end goal of creating an MVP and pitching the results in front investors.

Beyond is focused on three main verticals: smart cities and communities; 
digital innovations in healthcare and medicine; circular economy, sustain-
ability and raw materials. 

TRANSFORM IDEAS INTO STARTUPS!

Beyond
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

TECHNOLOGY THAT IMPROVES AND SAVES LIVES TODAY!

An internationally recognized Digital Healthcare Company providing the full-cy-
cle Digital Transformation Services. We guide our clients in making informed 
decisions, assist them in building their ICT strategy, and provide the capacity 

to execute it. Our international teams successfully manage projects for customers 
across the UK, Europe, Switzerland and the United States.

Since 2008, BGO has grown to become a trusted Digital Solutions Consultant and 
Provider of various private enterprises, governmental organizations, and institutions. 
We are currently a Strategic Partner and Vendor for numerous Fortune 500 Pharma 
companies with a proven methodology for Project Management and Delivery of 
complex solutions, from CONCEPT TO LAUNCH. 

Combining innovation, technology, and niche industry know-how we also develop our 
own products with a focus on Digital Transformation & Acceleration of Digitization in 
the Healthcare Industry. 

M ission To develop products that reshape  
the Global Digital Health Landscape!
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

BRIGHT is an innovative consultancy with value-based approach to deliver digital 
health solutions. We make an impact with digitalization, AI & data analytics solu-
tions.

Our customers are global organizations looking to manage complexity and deliver busi-
ness value with the right technologies.  As trusted partners, we work together to opti-
mize their processes with efficient digital solutions.

Backed up by our 15+ years of experience our teams unite to deliver tangible improve-
ments in complex and challenging enterprise environments. 

A NEW APPROACH TO AI
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR REMOTE MONITORING, ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT OF 
VITAL INDICATORS OF THE HUMAN BODY – 24/7

Check Point Cardio is an innovative Bulgarian company that produces a com-
plete system for remote monitoring of patients. It consists of three com-
ponents – a hardware device placed on a person’s body, software that dig-

itizes information from live metrics in real time and sends it via Bluethooth to a 
mobile application. Subsequently, the application sends data to a server in a cloud 
platform through which physicians can monitor patients’ condition. A smartphone 
is also included in the system, which transmits real-time data and provides the 
patient with an additional opportunity to call the physician who is monitoring his/
her condition in case of anxiety. 

Monitors for individual use follow 24/7 over 8 vital indicators. They can be used 
for home monitoring of a patient’s condition by measuring heart rate, blood pres-
sure, heart rate pressure, saturation (blood saturation with oxygen) of the 
blood, breathing, body temperature and at what position and activity the 
body stays. The monitors are also certified for use in a hospital setting, with the 
ability to replace hospital equip 

72348
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

OUR GOAL IS TO HELP CUSTOMER IDEAS CHANGE QUICKLY  
FROM PROTOTYPES TO MARKET-READY INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS.

Clean Code Factory Ltd. specializes in software development, combining creative 
ideas and many years of practical experience in various industries. We use our 
own frameworks, based on which customers and partners have a market advan-

tage in the implementation of cognitive business solutions, mobile platforms for 
information sharing or innovative software solutions for the health and pharma-
ceutical market.

Our products and solutions are innovative and support the automation of processes in 
the network of our customers and partners. For 10+ years now, it has been a challenge 
for us to create smart software products. 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN A DOCTOR AND A PATIENT WAS NEVER SO EASY

Consento Ltd. is a technology com-
pany developing a cloud-based plat-
form for the 21st century healthcare 

industry.

We enable all stakeholders in the health-
care process to work together – doctors, 
pharmacists, dentists, healthcare profes-

sionals, patients, administrators, agents, 
insurers, and all other related business-
es. We place the patient at the center of 
the system and work to create paperless 
healthcare. We have the ambition to be-
come the largest healthcare online plat-
form in Bulgaria and Eastern Europe. 
 

V ision Increase trust between doctor and patient by greatly 
improving and regulating communication between them.
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

EMPOWER YOUR ORGANIZATION TO DELIVER EXCELLENT CARE AT LITTLE COST,  
WHILE KEEPING YOUR CURRENT STAFF WITHOUT ANY OUTSOURCING

DIASYST is the world’s first comprehensive chronic diseases remote monitoring 
and pharmacotherapy management platform. DIASYST engages patients to 
collect critical medical information in real-time, analyzes the data with algo-

rithms based on the latest clinical guidelines, and provides pharmacotherapy rec-
ommendations for the healthcare team to make quick, safe, effective, and individu-
alized treatment decisions for their patients. Currently we are focused on diabetes 
and hypertension. Weight management, hyperlipidemia and other chronic diseases 
in our future roadmap. 

DIASYST has very high patient engagement and positive user feedback, visible glu-
cose improvement within 1 month, limit hypoglycemia to reduce emergency de-
partment visits and costs. Pharmacotherapy approach sustains longer-term results 
compared to behavior, diet, exercise-based approaches. By having the necessary 
information on a daily basis, DIASYST saves time on phone calls and allows for more 
patient care in the clinic. Patients benefit by knowing that accountability still exists, 
even when not being physically in the office. 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

BUILD THE NEXT GENERATION OF IMAGE RECOGNITION APPLICATIONS  
WITH IMAGGA’S API

Core AI

Propriatery set of 
image recognition tech:
Tagging
Categorization
Object localization
Color extraction
Facial recognition
Visual search

Custom models
training based on specific 
imagery data

AI Technologies

D
eep Learning &

 M
achine Learning

Custom Models

Medical use-cases

AI-Based Health
 Solu

tion
s  

    
    

    
    

    
    

    
    

    
    

    
    

    
    

    
    

   

Medical Imagery Data

CAT scans
 Thermography
       X-Rays
          MRI

Patients

Hospitals

Pharmaceutical

Patient organizations

Governments

Dental defects classification

COVID-19 pneumonia classification

Angio-OCT data regressions

Cell size regressions and predictions

Thermographic analysis

Healthcare

Imagga Technologies Ltd. (Imagga) is a pioneer and a global innovator in the image 
recognition as a service space. The company has been offering its cloud API since 2014 
and its on-premise solution since 2015. The algorithms behind these products have 

been in active development since 2012. The company’s image recognition technologies 
are currently used by more than 30,000 developers and businesses worldwide, and has 
received numerous international awards and recognitions as the best technology provider 
at South Summit’ 15 from the HB King of Spain, global champion in the news and media 
category at the UN World Summit Awards ‘16 and global innovator in the category Image 
Analytics ‘16 from IDC, among other awards. The company’s solutions are recognized as 
some of the most accurate on the market worldwide, surpassing competitors such as Goo-
gle Cloud Vision and Amazon Recognition based on an independent assessment of technol-
ogy by a renowned Israeli university.

During the COVID pandemic in March 2020, Imagga co-founded Kelvin Health Inc., an arti-
ficial intelligence thermal imaging company, with the mission for accessible healthcare for 
everyone. 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

For 25 years now, JA Bulgaria has been a leading educational organization in Bul-
garia, a member of a global network with an established reputation for providing 
innovative and modern 21st-century education. Our portfolio of educational prod-

ucts and services features programs in 3 thematic areas: entrepreneurship, financial 
literacy and employability skills. JA uses the Progression model „From ABC to PhD” – a 
spiral approach of education as a way to create sustainable entrepreneurial competen-
cies. At university level we established Beyond – pre-accelerator implemented by JA 
Bulgaria and its spin-off company The Edge R&BD. 

JA’s philosophy of teaching and learning is based on learning by doing and blended 
classroom using digital interactive content and high technologies. The business model 
of the organization features close collaboration with the business sector and practi-
tioners who participate in the creation and delivery of educational content, training 
and services, and policy development in education and entrepreneurship. JA Bulgaria 
is a member of JA Worldwide and JA Europe and reaches 30,000 students from 450 
locations in the country annually. Over the years it has impacted the lives of almost 
half a million young people with its activities and programs. JA Bulgaria is a member 
of JA Europe and JA Worldwide, nominated for the 2022 Nobel Peace Prize due to 
the prominent work of the whole network to economically empower youth on all con-
tinents. 

JA Bulgaria
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

The company is a deep-tech spin-off, developing a revolutionary AI thermal im-
aging technology for early diagnostics and monitoring of various socially sig-
nificant diseases. Local body temperature which is directly linked to blood flow 

illustrates a convincing thermal snapshot. We use our proprietary image recogni-
tion algorithms on it to remotely and non-invasively detect local anomalies typically 
caused by inflammations, changes in the vascular system or local metabolic abnor-
malities caused by growing cancerous cells. Applying temporal AI analysis on a series 
of local thermal images allows for a precise detection and timely action in conditions 
where prevention via screening and better quality of life via monitoring are of key 
importance. Our main data collection and commercialisation focus is currently on 
Peripheral Arterial Disease and Breast Cancer where mobile thermography AI is nat-
urally applicable. We are working relentlessly to bring thermography AI for accessi-
ble and easy diagnostics in every home! 

WIDELY ACCESSIBLE ASSISTIVE TOOL BASED ON THERMOGRAPHY AI

M ission To make preventable deaths and suffering a thing of the 
past by using the power of mobile thermography and AI.

Kelvin Health Inc.
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

Kontrax is a leading Bulgarian company in the field of information and com-
munication technologies and software development. It is one of the first ICT 
companies in Bulgaria, which today boasts its over 30 years of history. 

Since the beginning of the health reform in Bulgaria, the company has had a special 
focus on health and information systems. Today, the most recognizable medical 
software among doctors in Bulgaria belongs to the “Hippocrates” family of prod-
ucts. More than 5000 doctors use it every day in their work to provide their profes-
sional services to their patients and to seamlessly report to health insurance funds. 

Kontrax has been driving the establishment of a number of central public health 
systems, including telemedicine projects. It is among the first companies in Bulgar-
ia with a vision for digital transformation in medical practice, making it possible to 
use electronic files and e-prescriptions. 

The Kontrax team implements many high-tech and innovative projects in the field 
of Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, Big Data, Cybersecurity and facial rec-
ognition. In the long list of clients of Kontrax, the names of institutions such as the 
National Assembly of the Republic of Bulgaria, the Ministry of Health, the National 
Health Insurance Fund, the Ministry of Education and Science, as well as names of 
private companies from all industries, can be found. 

SUCCEEDING TOGETHER

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Регистрирана е Контракс 

България с първи 

управител Йожеф Наги;

Откриване на офиси 

в Пловдив, Варна, 

Бургас, Плевен и 

Стара Загора.

Първи голям договор 

за доставка на копирни 

машини за бюрата по 

заетостта в страната;

Представителства в 

Хасково, Монтана, 

Велико Търново и Русе.

Мажоритарен 

собственик става 

Jim Sowell – тексаски 

инвеститор-милиардер;

Начало на директен

самостоятелен внос.

Йордан Йорданов 

сключва договор 

за 5-годишно 

изкупуване на 

дяловете на Jim 

Sowell и става 

управител;

Създадени са 

първите фирми от 

групата Контракс  – 

Седиоли с управител 

Димитър Ганчев  и 

Пауър партнер с 

управител 

Яко Пилософ.

Разширяване на 

партньорската мрежа 

в 23 града;

Вече има утвърден 

списък големи частни 

и държавни клиенти.

Откриване на 

GSM център на 

пл. Народно събрание;

Отделяне на офисите на 

Контракс в отделни 

дъщерни дружества; 

Създадена фирма 

КомНет – Интернет 

доставчик с управител 

Иван Иванов.

Контракс: TOP 5

distributor of laser

printers за EMEA

на Kyocera;

Разширяване на

партньорствата;

Партньорство с

MicroAge, вторият по 

големина системен 

интегратор в САЩ.

Контракс е една от

първите фирми

заговорили за 

системна

интеграция и

комплексни решения.

Контракс – една 

от първите ИТ 

фирми със 

сертификат за 

управление на 

качеството ISO 9001;

Златен медал за Kyocera 

EcoSys принтери - 

Пловдивски панаир; 

Създават се фирмите 

Унидизайн – 

производство на

 мебели и КейбълКом 

– проектиране и 

изграждане на 

слаботокови системи.

Контракс става изцяло 

българска фирма; 

Изпълнени са големи, 

национални проекти – 

НЗОК, доставка на 

компютърна техника 

за всички лични 

лекари в България.

Контракс се премества 

в собствен офис на 

ул. Тинтява; 

Стартира дългосрочно 

дарителство на дома за 

деца в неравностойно 

положение 

„И нас ни има“.

Според изследване на 

Сова Харис Контракс 

е вторият по 

разпознаваемост 

бранд в ИКТ бранша;

Открива се 

софтуерната къща  на 

Контракс във фирма 

Пауър партнер; 

Партньорство с 

японската компания 

NEC.

Много сериозни 

проекти - доставката 

на компютри на 

личните лекари в 

страната; 

Реализацията на 

call центъра в 

Мобилтел *88; 

КомНет-България 

получава лиценз за 

изграждане на 

обществена 

далекосъобщителна 

мрежа.

ÑÒÀÐÒ

ÏÚÐÂÈ ÄÎÃÎÂÎÐ

ÍÎÂ 
ÑÎÁÑÒÂÅÍÈÊ

ÃÐÓÏÀÒÀ 
ÊÎÍÒÐÀÊÑ

ÍÎÂ ÎÔÈÑ

ÏÀÐÒÍÜÎÐÈ 
Â ÑÒÐÀÍÀÒÀ

KYOCERA 
ÏÐÈÇÍÀÍÈÅ

ÑÅÐÒÈÔÈÊÀÒ 
ÇÀ ÊÀ×ÅÑÒÂÎ

ÄÀÐÈÒÅËÑÊÀ 
ÄÅÉÍÎÑÒ

ÍÀÖÈÎÍÀËÍÈ 
ÏÐÎÅÊÒÈ

ÁÚËÃÀÐÑÊÀ 
ÑÎÁÑÒÂÅÍÎÑÒ

ÐÀÇÏÎÇÍÀÂÀÅÌ 
ÁÐÀÍÄ

ÐÀÇØÈÐßÂÀÍÅ 
ÍÀ ÃÐÓÏÀÒÀ

Създава се фирма 

Ланком дистрибутор 

на телекомуника-

ционни продукти, 

управител Антуан 

Ангелов, по-късно 

Цветан Вълков; 

Изпълнен голям 

проект за всички 

офиси на МТСП.

Ï Ú Ò Å Ø Å Ñ Ò Â È Å Ï Ð Å Ç Ã Î Ä È Í È Ò Å

2005

2006

2007

ÔÎÊÓÑ 
Â ÐÀÇÂÎÉ

ÑÏÎÍÑÎÐÑÒÂÎ

think
EVENTive

Програмистите от Пауър 

Партнер се вливат в 

Контракс – създава се 

дирекция R&D;

Създава се фирма 

Дайрект Сървисиз - 

аутсорс услуги с 

управител 

Тодор Тодоров. 

Спонсорство на 

„Детски селища“; 

Реализиран проект 

за телефонни централи 

в ДФ „Земеделие“.

”

Придобива фирма

Сирма Травъл с 

основна дейност 

туризъм и управител 

Рени Кесякова; 

България и съответно 

Контракс, беше

домакин на 

Годишната между-

народна среща 

на NEC Computers 

с участието на повече

от 80 VIP партньори 

от цял свят. 

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

ÍÀÉ-ÄÈÍÀÌÈ×ÍÀ 
ÊÎÌÏÀÍÈß
Контракс влиза в 

класациите за най-

динамично развиващите 

се български компании 

по стандартите на 

“Standard & Poors” 

(43-то място); 

Много проекти с 

национално значение, 

като изграждане на 

единен европейски 

номер 112.

Отваря Контракс 

Румъния с 

управител Яко 

Пилософ; 

Закупуване на 

ЗОФ „Хипократ“ с 

управител 

Райна Йорданова.

ÊËÎÍ Â 
ÐÓÌÚÍÈß

ÊËÎÍ Â 
ÌÀÊÅÄÎÍÈß

Придобива Гама 

София – фирма, 

разработваща БИС 

и учредяване на 

нова компания –

DataLab България, 

която разпространява и 

поддържа ERP системата 

Pantheon; Създаване на 

Контракс Македония, 

с управител Михаил 

Михайлов; Придобиване 

на Сертификат CompTIA; 

изграждане на система 

за гласуване в 

Народното събрание. 

ÑÅÐÒÈÔÈÊÀÒ ÇÀ 
ÈÍÔÎÐÌÀÖÈÎÍÍÀ 
ÑÈÃÓÐÍÎÑÒ

Сертифициране по 

стандартите за 

информационна 

сигурност ISO 27001; 

Закупуване на 

хотел „Смиловене“ 

в гр. Копривщица.

ÒÐÓÄÎÂÀ
ÌÅÄÈÖÈÍÀ

Създаване на фирма 

за трудова медицина; 

Сертифициране 

по ISO 20000-1 

сервизни услуги.

ÏÐÎÅÊÒ Â 
ÌÎÍÃÎËÈß

Контракс със 

сертификати по 

стандартите ISO 14001 

и OHSAS 18001; 

Стартиран голям 

проект в Монголия 

за управление 

на трафика.

ÈÍÎÂÀÒÈÂÅÍ 
ÏÐÎÅÊÒ
Изпълнен

иновативен проект 

„Интерпретационен 

център“ в Безистена 

в Ямбол; Разработена 

система за хоспитализация 

във всички болници;

Присъединяване към 

Групата на фирма Офис 

Идея + за канцеларски 

материали и консумативи, 

с управител Иван 

Калоферов.

ÐÅÊÎÐÄÍÀ 
ÃÎÄÈÍÀ

Рекорден оборот – над 

52 млн.лв.; Големи нацио-

нални проекти в 

транспортната 

инфраструктура; Доставка 

на високотехнологично 

оборудване за най-

големия на Балканите 

високотехнологичен 

парк – София Тех Парк; 

Според класацията на IDC 

Контракс е лидер сред 

софтуерните интегратори с 

приход от 12 190,8 хил. лв. 

и ръст в сравнение с 

миналата година от 33 %.

ÏÐÅÄÈÇÂÈÊÀÒÅËÑÒÂÎ 
ÕÀÊÀÒÎÍ
Реализиране на първото 

виртуално състезание за 

.NET програмисти Hack Tech 

Challenge с организатор 

Контракс; Доставка на 

вторият по мощност в 

България суперкомпютър 

в София Тех Парк; 

Специална награда 

за принос в категория 

"Интелигентни транспортни 

системи и географски 

информационни системи" 

за проект с възложител АПИ.

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Екипът на Контракс 

получи признание от 

Dell EMC за Business 

Development Partner of 

the Year; Контракс 

достигна Sapphire статус 

сред партньорите на Avaya; 

Контракс бе отличен като 

Kyocera Certified Service 

Partner за 2017; Контракс 

получи сертификат за 

доверена марка за 

управление на печатни 

услуги.

Контракс затвърди

своя статус на 

DELL EMC PARTNER 

PROGRAM PLATINUM 

SOLUTION PROVIDER; 

Контракс изгради

интелигентна 

транспортна система 

на автомагистрала 

Струма 3.3.

Контракс допълни 

своето портфолио 

с продуктите и 

услугите на Cloudera; 

Контракс отличен 

за Data Center Partner 

of the Year на Fujitsu 

за регион Източна 

Европа, Русия и Африка; 

Контракс е първата 

компания в България, 

която придоби VMware 

Network Virtualization 

Solution Competency.

КОНТРАКС е приет като 

SELECT CIRCLE PARTNER 

от FUJITSU; С ангажимент за 

съпричастност към лекарите 

и службите за сигурност; 

Контракс стана ексклузивен 

доставчик за България на 

PRTG Network Monitor; 

Мобилен лекарски кабинет 

създаден от екипа на 

Контракс помага на 

населението в Димитровградско; 

Атрактивно представяне на

XIV Специализирано 

международно изложение за 

отбранителна техника и услуги 

ХЕМУС 2020. 

Контракс придоби статус 

на Dell Technologies 

Titanium Partner за 

България; Контракс взе 

отличието на Dell за 

социално отговорна 

компания; Nao и Pepper 

успяха да вдъхновят стотици 

учители и ученици в страната 

по време на роудшоуто на 

Контракс през юни.

ÏÚÐÂÈ ×ÅÐÅÍ 
ÊÎËÀÍ ÎÒ 
KYOCERA

ÓÌÍÈ 
ÌÀÃÈÑÒÐÀËÈ

ÏÚÐÂÈ Â 
ÌÐÅÆÎÂÀÒÀ 
ÂÈÐÒÓÀËÈÇÀÖÈß

DELL 
ÏÐÈÇÍÀÍÈÅ

FUJITSU 
ÏÐÈÇÍÀÍÈÅ
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

Medical News
Н О В И Н И ,  Р А Б О Т А ,  О Б У Ч Е Н И Е

Medical News is the most popular medical media group in Bulgaria that consists 
of the following websites – www.medicalnews.bg and www.zdravennavigator.bg. 

• MedicalNews.bg publishes a daily digest of the essential evidence-based medical 
news, scientific manuscripts, healthcare analysis, and continuous medical education 
for doctors. The authors are professional physicians. Medical News issues scientific 
journals and organizes scientific webinars.

• ZdravenNavigator.bg is focused on general practitioners and pharmacists in Bul-
garia. This is the only media reporting from all medical congresses, conferences, and 
symposia in the country.

Medical News and ZdravenNavigator are the only specialized websites in Bulgaria for 
doctors and healthcare professionals. The media group has more than 300 000 page 
views and 100 000 unique visits per month. Moreover, we have a database of more than 
18 000 registered doctors (>60% of the doctors in Bulgaria). Medical News

Н О В И Н И ,  Р А Б О Т А ,  О Б У Ч Е Н И Е
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

 

We are MeRck 
a vibrant  
science and technology company  

 

Science is at the heart of everything we do. It drives the discoveries we make and the 
technologies we create. 
 
Our work makes a positive difference to millions of people’s lives every day. 
 
In Healthcare, we discover unique ways to treat the most challenging diseases such as 
multiple sclerosis and cancer. Our Life Science experts empower scientists by 
developing tools and solutions that help deliver breakthroughs more quickly. And in 
Performance Materials, we develop science that sits inside technologies and changes 
the way we access and display information. 
 
Everything we do is fueled by a belief in science and technology as a force for good. A 
belief that has driven our work since 1668, and will continue to inspire us to find more 
joyful and sustainable ways to live. 
 
We are curious minds dedicated to human progress. 

www.merckgroup.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MeRck in Bulgaria 
Merck has been active in Bulgaria since 1992, when the first representation was opened. As of November 2009, all 
business operations of Merck in Healthcare and Life Science Business are managed by Merck Bulgaria EAD, the local direct 
subsidiary of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt. 
 
Merck Bulgaria EAD | 48 Sitnyakovo Blvd. | Serdika Offices, 6th Floor | 1505 Sofia | Bulgaria 

merck@merck.bg | phone: +359 2 4461 110/111 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

Microsoft is papidly expanding its presence in healthcare. Microsoft Cloud for 
Healthcare provides capabilities to manage health data at scale and make it 
easier for healthcare organizations to improve the patient experience, coordi-

nate care, and drive operational efficiency, while helping support security, compliance, 
and interoperability of health data.

 � Enhance patient engagement. Enable data to flow securely through every point of 
care to improve patient experiences and health outcomes.

 � Empower health team collaboration. Accelerate your team’s ability to coordinate 
care in a secure environment while simplifying complex workflows.

 � Improve health data insights. Connect clinical and operational data across sys-
tems to predict risk and mobilize for ongoing quality improvement.

 � Protect health information. Protect sensitive health data to support privacy and 
security while managing evolving compliance requirements.

Microsoft Azure for healthcare delivers better health insights and outcomes as you 
enhance patient engagement, empower health team collaboration, and improve clin-
ical informatics and operational insights - with trusted cloud capabilities. Healthcare 
organizations are using Azure products and services - including hybrid cloud, mixed 
reality, AI, and IoT – to drive better health outcomes, improve security, scale faster, and 
enhance data interoperability. 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

Mnemonica specializes in providing information security and regulatory compati-
bility, data management and storage, cloud technologies and virtualization, man-
aged services and IT outsourcing. Among its customers are the top 10 financial 

institutions and the leading telecoms in Bulgaria. Since its founding in 2009, Mnemonica 
has successfully implemented more than 600 projects for 100+ customers in Bulgaria and 
abroad and positively influencing the jobs of over 100,000 employees from many different 
organizations. Since 2017, Mnemonica’s team has been assisting Bulgarian companies in 
their preparation for the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

For more than a century, we have 
been inven�ng to solve some of 
the greatest challenges to people’s 
health and well-being around the 
world.

Businesses
Prescrip�on medicines, vaccines, 
biologic therapies, animal health 
products

R&D expenses
$13,6 billion

Opera�ng in more than 140 
countries
We are known as MSD 
outside of the U.S. and Canada

Employees
74,000 

Oncology Vaccines Infec�ous diseases

Cardio-metabolic diseases Animal Health Covid-19

We are working to invent a world 
where cancer isn’t just treated 
but cured.

Our work focuses on making 
certain diseases a thing of the 
past

Innova�ng for pa�ents with the 
hope of crea�ng a be�er world

making an impact in cardio-metabolic 
disorders, providing pa�ents with
the best quality of life

We are rising to the challenge by 
advancing the development of 
inves�ga�onal therapeu�cs

Healthier animals mean a more 
sustainable food supply, 
improved public health and a 
be�er quality of life for all.

MSD operates in Bulgaria for more than 20 years. Since the beginning 
MSD works purposefully in providing access to innovative health solu-
tions. Our efforts are concentrated in immune oncology development 

– area with potential to become not only new treatment paradigm in cancer 
but also a new hope for longer and better patient life. MSD Bulgaria collab-
orates with scientific and patient societies in developing and providing an in-
novative solution which helps people living with Hepatitis C and HIV. In terms 
of prophylaxis MSD shares the strive of increasing the number of vaccinated 
people and provides the widest access to innovative vaccines for major unmet 
health needs. Together with our innovation orientation we as MSD are working 
also for humanitarian campaigns. Emphasizing our culture of social responsi-
bility every year MSD employees are committing hundreds of hours volunteer 
work for improvement of health and welfare of society. 

In MSD Bulgaria we are aspiring to put innovative approach in our daily work 
and one of our main priorities is to become the first digital leader in communi-
cations with our external partners, society an internally in company – between 
the employees. We have committed our efforts to implement innovative ap-
proach in everything we do to help improve health and wellbeing of the people 
all over the world – to expand access to healthcare, to follow high ethical stan-
dards in our work, care for the environment and to engage our employees. 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

Murgova & Partners Law Company is a leading law firm in Bulgaria 
with extensive experience in advising international and local clients 
in the areas of corporate and company law, healthcare, mergers and 

acquisitions, labor law, public procurement, litigation in court proceedings, 
etc.

We offer a full range of legal services ranging from setting up commercial 
companies through the provision of legal advice related to specific corpo-
rate and commercial matters, such as transaction structuring, analysis and 
due diligence, to the provision of legal subscription services on a daily basis.

We also specialize in areas directly related to healthcare, including clinical 
trials, procurement procedures for medical products and equipment. We 
take the services provided by the law firm to a higher level by providing le-
gal services on the most up-to-date topics in the field of personal data pro-
tection, anti-money laundering and trade secrets. The members of our firm 
have extensive experience in the sector, and the managing partner is a law-
yer. Petya Murgova has been specializing in healthcare for over 15 years. 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

MY Synergy is an IT consultancy dedicated to the improvement of healthcare 
through digitalization. As professionals with technical backgrounds, we trust 
in technology’s potential to dramatically enhance the work of medical workers 

and the wellbeing of patients. That’s why, we embarked on a mission to analyze, opti-
mize, and automate processes in the healthcare sector with digital products & solutions 
with a clear vision – Simplify, digitalize, and measure value-based health & care. 
We draw experience from decades of work in leading hospitals, where we spearheaded 
their digital transformation efforts. That, along with our shared experience in numer-
ous other pharma and health management projects, enables us to deliver in-depth 
solutions to the many complex challenges facing the health industry. 

We have taken the best from the worlds of healthcare and technology and synergized 
it into a state-of-the-art healthtech expertise. 

MY Synergy is a Microsoft Gold Partner with Cloud-productivity competency and a key 
healthcare solution and consulting provider in the CEE region. 

Products

Veeva Content  
Creation

 3 Approved Email

 3 Closed-loop marketingVBHC  
Services

 3 Data processing enablement

 3 Real-world data collection

 3 Patient flow optimization

 3 Quality of care improvement

 3 Outcomes measurement

 3 Outcome analysis & improve-
ment

IT Services

 3 Assessment & Analysis

 3 Strategy & Execution

 3 Managed services & monitoring

 3 Azure cloud migration

 3 Data security & compliance

 3 Due diligence

VALUE DIGITAL HEALTH & CARE
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

AT NOVARTIS, WE ARE REIMAGINING MEDICINE

Novartis is a pharmaceutical company created in Switzerland 
in 1996 through a merger of Ciba-Geigy and Sandoz. Novar-
tis and its predecessor companies trace roots back more than 

250 years, with a rich history of developing innovative products. No-
vartis uses science-based innovation to address some of society’s 
most challenging healthcare issues. Novartis discovers and devel-
ops breakthrough treatments and finds new ways to deliver them 
to as many patients as possible. In 2017 Novartis invested about  
4.5m in R&D and infrastructure in Bulgaria. This investment includes 
67 clinical trials, 27 of them in Oncology, which have provided access 
to innovative therapies and clinical monitoring for 1500 Bulgarian 
patients. Novartis has almost 200 medicinal products in its portfolio 
in Bulgaria. Novartis is a key partner of healthcare professionals, 
patients, institutions and society. 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

Novo Nordisk ®

Novo 
Nordisk 
at a glance
Novo Nordisk is a leading global 
healthcare company, founded in 1923 
and headquartered in Denmark. 

170

We do so by pioneering 
scientific breakthroughs, 
expanding access to our 
medicines and working to 
prevent and ultimately 
cure disease. 

Our purpose is to drive 
change to defeat diabetes 
and other serious chronic 
diseases such as obesity 
and rare blood and 
endocrine disorders.

170

DiabetesGrowth 
disorders

Haemophilia

Obesity

10
Among the 

world’s

largest pharma companies 
measured by market value 1

Strategic production 
sites in Denmark, 
Brazil, China, France 
and US

R&D centres 
in China, Denmark, 
India, UK and US 48,000

employees

80
Affiliates in

countries

140.8
Total net sales

billion DKK

50%
Supplier of nearly

of the world’s insulin

32.8
million people use our 
diabetes care products

168
Products marketed in 

countries

About

Diabetes is a rapidly 
growing 
social challenge worldwide

1. International Diabetes Federation. IDF Diabetes Atlas, 5th edn. Brussels, Belgium: International Diabetes Federation. 2011. 

2. International Diabetes Federation. IDF Diabetes Atlas, 9th edn. Brussels, Belgium: International Diabetes Federation. 2019. 

285 million
adults with diabetes 12010

2019

2045

463 million
adults with diabetes 2

51%
increase in number 

of adults with diabetes

700 million
adults with diabetes 2

Obesity is a global pandemic 120M

650M

45%

adults live with 
obesity 2

children and
adolescents live with
obesity 2

of people with 
obesity are not 
diagnosed 3

1. Yuen M, Earle R, Kadambi N, et al. A systematic review and evaluation of current evidence reveals 195 obesity-associated disorders. Poster abstract presentation at: The Obesity Society Annual Meeting at Obesity Week 2016; Oct. 31 - Nov. 4, 2016; New Orleans.
2. World Health Organization. Obesity and Overweight Fact Sheet no. 311. Available at: http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs311/en/ Accessed: November 2018.
3. Kaplan LM, Golden A, et al. Perceptions of Barriers to Effective Obesity Care: Results from the National ACTION Study. Obesity. 2018;26(1):61-9.

Diabetes is a rapidly 
growing 
social challenge worldwide

1. International Diabetes Federation. IDF Diabetes Atlas, 5th edn. Brussels, Belgium: International Diabetes Federation. 2011. 

2. International Diabetes Federation. IDF Diabetes Atlas, 9th edn. Brussels, Belgium: International Diabetes Federation. 2019. 

285 million
adults with diabetes 12010

2019

2045

463 million
adults with diabetes 2

51%
increase in number 

of adults with diabetes

700 million
adults with diabetes 2

Obesity is a global pandemic 120M

650M

45%

adults live with 
obesity 2

children and
adolescents live with
obesity 2

of people with 
obesity are not 
diagnosed 3

1. Yuen M, Earle R, Kadambi N, et al. A systematic review and evaluation of current evidence reveals 195 obesity-associated disorders. Poster abstract presentation at: The Obesity Society Annual Meeting at Obesity Week 2016; Oct. 31 - Nov. 4, 2016; New Orleans.
2. World Health Organization. Obesity and Overweight Fact Sheet no. 311. Available at: http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs311/en/ Accessed: November 2018.
3. Kaplan LM, Golden A, et al. Perceptions of Barriers to Effective Obesity Care: Results from the National ACTION Study. Obesity. 2018;26(1):61-9.
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

National Patients’ Organization is the largest patient um-
brella association in Bulgaria unifying more than 85 orga-
nizations devoted to various socially significant and rare 

diseases. NPO is a full member of the European Patients’ Forum 
(EPF) and the International Alliance of Patients’ Organizations 
(IAPO). National Patients’ Organization is also one of the main 
initiators for the establishment of the Patient Access Partner-
ship (PACT) and the Bulgarian „Health Partnership” – consulta-
tive body to the Council of Ministers to cooperate in developing 
and implementing public health policies and improving access 
to timely, adequate and effective medical services for citizens. 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

1 2 3
NRETIA Health | Ecosystem-as-a-service is a consulting company operating 

in the healthcare sector. NRETIA Health compensate skills gaps of individual 
talents (IQ) by leveraging community talent (WeQ) and thus moving business-

es from EGO to ECO(system). The company builds high-quality ecosystem business 
solutions in healthcare sector based on customer services and technology products. 
The term for this is „Ecosystem-as-a-service”.

Strategic thinking is an essential component of leadership – and yet for many lead-
ers, it can be nearly impossible to find time for. NRETIA Health is a trusted part-
ner co-creating with its customers high-quality ecosystem business solutions in 
the healthcare sector. This external partnership could be a good opportunity for 
building and executing successful business strategies based on systems think-
ing and problem solving with clear focus on the outcomes. 

HEALTHCARE CONSULTING COMPANY, SUPPORTING NEW BUSINESS MODELS  
THROUGH SYSTEMS THINKING AND ECOSYSTEM APPROACH

Strategic planning Marketing planning Communication campaigns

THE COMPANY IS FOCUSED ON THREE MAIN DIRECTIONS:
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

Dr. Parusheva Dental Clinic has a fully digital workflow to provide treatment 
to its patients according to the world’s best practices. We work with leading 
digital scanning technology, which allows us to plan detailed and predictable 

treatment with extreme precision and to communicate with the patient the end result 
before starting the treatment. With 3Shape’s CAD / CAM design software, we can plan 
surgery, orthodontics, and we can produce just in a couple of hours a permanent crown on 
our 3D printer (Same day dentistry).

The clinic works under a microscope, with digital X-rays and, for painless treatment, with 
a dental laser.

From the top 6 software products of 2021, according to the Dental Products Report, our 
fully digital workflow uses three products in their entirety (Bellus3D DentalPro, Scan to 
Model Formlabs and Automate 3Shape), and another is used partially – Kavo’s DTX Studio 
Suite. 

Creating a medical record for the 
patient in our EMR system.

Finalizing the treatment. Showing 
the end result to the patient and 

comparing it with what we planned.

Initial examination. Digital 
scanning, Digital X-ray, Early caries 
detection device. The information 

obtained is stored in EMR.

3D printing on the design (CAM).

Treatment planning. Digital smile 
design, simulation before/after.

Planning the treatment in the 
dental design software (CAD).
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

PLAY REHA

AN ONLINE REHABILITATION PLATFORM

Play Reha is an online rehabilitation platform. It greatly facilitates the postoperative 
recovery of the patient by providing him/her with quality, user-friendly and affordable 

rehabilitation.

• The platform offers rehabilitation and general recovery programs, created by Bulgarian 
orthopedists and rehabilitation specialists.

• The programs consist of playlists of exercises specially designed to restore the health 
of the patient with the respective pathology. The duration is between 20 and 90 days.

• The platform offers great opportunities for preparation of individual programs accord-
ing to the needs of each patient.

• The general recovery programs aim at the general strengthening of the patient’s body 
and support the prevention of various diseases of the locomotory system.

Play Reha has developed an online system for tracking the status and reporting the prog-
ress of patient recovery through standardized questionnaires approved by the orthopedic 
organizations in Europe and America.

The on-line platform is the meeting place of the patient, the treating physician and the re-
habilitation specialist. It facilitates the work of the specialists, assists and leads the patient 
in his/her not-easy way back to normal life. PLAY REHA
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

PharmDedict Ltd. was established in 2007 as a private Bulgarian company. We offer 
consultancy and specialized services to companies operating in the field of pharmaceu-
tical and health-related products:

Our expertise covers medicinal products for human use, herbal medicines, homeopathic 
medicinal products, medical devices, foods for special medical purposes, food supplements, 
cosmetic products and biocides. Our role of a regulatory consultant is to support the phar-
ma and healthcare business players in the process of obtaining and maintaining the nec-
essary authorisations and licenses from the respective regulatory authorities on European 
and national level required for their products and their manufacture & sales activities. We 
dedicate our efforts and professional experience to ensure accurate procedure planning, 
smooth product market entry, product regulatory life-cycle maintenance and compliance in 
favor of the patient. 

• Regulatory affairs services and Regulatory Intelli-
gence

• Pharmacovigilance

• Pricing and reimbursement of medicinal products

• Market entry support

• Quality assurance and GxP consultancy

• Specialised translation of product information 
and regulatory documentation

• Design and prepress of product mock ups, pa-
tient leaflets and promotional materials 

• Business development consultancy in the generic 
pharma product licensing field and product con-
tract manufacturing
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

The science of medicine has allowed us to make incredible advances in diag-
nosing and treating diseases. But the complexity of human biology is stag-
gering. Every person is unique and in many ways, so are diseases. Yet the 

digital revolution in healthcare provides new ways to both collect high-quality 
data from each patient and connect it to data from large pools of other patients 
for analysis with artificial intelligence based algorithms. This enables us to arrive 
at a deeper understanding of how to treat an individual. Only then can we see 
what distinguishes each of us as individuals, and translate that into personalized 
and thus improved care for every person. Real-world evidence, molecular infor-
mation generated from next-generation sequencing, data from wearable devic-
es and mobile apps and novel clinical trials are transforming the future of care.

Our vision is to ensure that the screening, diagnosis, treatment and even pre-
vention of diseases will more quickly and effectively transform the lives of peo-
ple everywhere – ensuring the right treatment for the right patient at the right 
time. 

PERSONALIZED HEALTHCARE IS POSSIBLE
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

SAT Health is committed to industry standards for quality process, continuous 
improvement, and data security and provides solutions for the entire healthcare 
market:

• Real world evidence data and analysis, supported by state-of-art modern technol-
ogy

• Specialized market healthcare research and evidence-based consulting 
• Patient Support Programs
• Homecare and Telemonitoring via professional platform and high-tech devices 

A CERTIFIED PHARMA INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY PROVIDER,  
OPERATING ON THE EUROPEAN MARKET

M ission To bring powerful ideas and innovations to real life and 
help our partners drive healthcare forward.
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

ServiceCentrix

Service Centrix Ltd. was founded in 2008 by proven IT professionals with many 
years of experience in large international companies. Our team is motivated to 
provide you with innovative and complete solutions that can meet your require-

ments, using the latest technologies to optimize cost and support your business devel-
opment.

We at Service Centrix focus on IT Service Management, security and risk management, 
business process management, infrastructure optimization and automation. The main 
goal of our team is to understand and satisfy the business needs of our customers.

The high level of services we offer is a constant goal of Service Centrix. Concentrating 
on some of the industry standards and best practices such as ITIL, CobiT, ISO20000, 
ISO 2700x, TOGAF, PMBOK, Agile /Scrum, DevOps, BABOK and CMMI, we offer the best 
combination to meet our specific customer requirements. Our goal is to identify, eval-
uate and control risks to ensure the reliability of IT operations that are critical to an 
organization’s business functions. ServiceCentrix

INFRASTRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION AND INTEGRATION OF ROBOTIC PROCESSES

M ission To empower business focus on the key drivers by enabling 
seamless IT processes throughout the organization.
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

GROW YOUR BUSINESS SMARTER!

Established in 2000 as part of Sirma Group, Ontotext is a global leader in en-
terprise knowledge graph technology and semantic database engines. Our 
technology products and business solutions are spread wide across the val-

ue chain of the most knowledge intensive enterprises in Healthcare, Pharma and 
Life-sciences covering use cases from therapeutic target discovery, drug repurpos-
ing, preclinical discovery, smart search in clinical trials data, mining for reported 
adverse events, regulatory compliance, KOL for market access, medical coding and 
healthcare claims processing. Ontotext has opened up a dedicated Life-sciences 
and Pharma office in Basel, Switzerland, part of Basel Innovation Park Area. 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

SoftGroup is a global software company that provides end-to-end traceability tech-
nology to the Pharmaceutical and MedTech industries. With over 18 years of experi-
ence, SoftGroup is a provider of SoftGroup® SaTT Solutions provider – full-stack 

serialization and aggregation from level 1 to level 5. Founded in 2003, the company has 
established partnerships in countries from Europe, CIS, and MENA regions. 

Covering all levels of the Track & Trace process in pharmaceutical manufacturing, the 
company‘s primary mission is to develop traceability systems that enable regulatory 
compliance and build confidence along the entire supply chain. The core of the busi-
ness is the in-house production of intuitive software and easily operated hardware 
adapted to customers` needs and specifics. 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

TRANSFORMING HUMAN HEALTH THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

Positioned in Sofia, Bulgaria and Berlin, Germany, Sqilline is a technology company 
that expertise in Big Data Analytics, machine learning algorithms and AI in healthcare. 

Our advance solution – Danny Platform is an analytics platform able to collect, process 
and analyze massive amounts of real-world data from the hospitals EHRs, labs and regis-
tries. It seamlessly extracts statistical summaries in a practical and understandable way. It 
provides one place for storing, direct access and sharing health information with filtered 
searches, statistical summaries, survival endpoints analyses, cohort eligibility. Danny Plat-
form turns health data into meaningful action for physicians and their patients.

Built using propriety machine learning and NLP algorithms, Danny Platform is able to 
extracts both structured and unstructured healthcare data (free text from epicrisis), to 
pre-process and normalize it to ensure data validation, high data quality and provide pre-
dictive insights. The software can analyze how specific factors influence and improve pa-
tient treatment and compare the effectiveness of different regimens to achieve better pa-
tient care. 

Danny Platform provides comprehensive searches, in-depth analyses, predictions and 
treatment solutions to physicians, researchers, and payers.

Build on top of the core platform are the following applications: Danny Analytics, Danny 
Dashboard, Danny Prediction, Danny Cohorts, Danny My Patients, Danny Cardio

We have already produced powerful data reports and insights in specific areas like oncolo-
gy, cardiology, ophthalmology, rare diseases, and other specific diseases.
Sqilline is a leading SAP Partner in the areas of Precision Medicine, Life Science and Health-
care and with already established European presence. 
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

Founded in 2003 and headquartered in Sofia, Bulgaria and Alpharetta, GA, USA, 
Tiger Technology specializes in the underlying technology of hybrid cloud work-
flows as well as data management software solutions designed to help customers 

of any size, scale and industry optimize their on-premises storage and enhance their 
workflows through cloud services. Tiger Technology solutions are admin-friendly, 
non-disruptive, transparent, and highly cost-effective. 

Tiger Technology brings over 15 years of expertise in developing high-performance 
storage solutions for the most demanding workflows, which includes cross-platform 
NAS/SAN file system sharing, storage, user, project, and media management. The 
company’s current focus is enabling „on-premises-first” hybrid cloud for organiza-
tions with mission-critical on-premises workflows, including Healthcare, Surveillance, 
Media & Entertainment, Construction & Engineering, etc. 

Tiger Technology solutions enable healthcare organizations to:
 � Connect on-premises applications and mission-critical data to the cloud;
 � Move ever-growing archive data to lower-cost cloud archive tiers;
 � Connect their data to cloud AI/ML services, such as tools for predictive diagnos-

tics;
 � Allow the cloud to enhance their workflows by significantly reducing their local 

storage costs and re-locating resources to powerful cloud services. 

YOUR DATA MANAGEMENT STRATEGY HAS NEVER MATTERED MORE
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M e m b e r  o f  t h e  D H I  C l u s t e r

VMware established its representative office in Bulgaria in 2007 and has since 
then become one of the largest IT investors in the country. With an increased 
workforce of more than five times over the past thirteen years and with an in-

depth expertise in core virtualization, management and automation, availability, disas-
ter recovery and analytics, the Sofia team is crucial for serving the needs of some of the 
world’s largest businesses. In 2014, the first VMware centre for professional software 
services for integration, automation and personalized solutions was created in Sofia, 
working with clients and partners around the world.

A dedicated Bulgarian employer, VMware attracts talent globally with its work on cut-
ting edge technologies and projects with global impact, multiple programs and initia-
tives for personal and professional development. The Sofia team employees some of 
the world’s best experts in software development, product management, quality engi-
neering and technical publications but also business operations expertise within the 
growing financial and business services team, offering in-depth skills around finance, 
business analytics and business intelligence.

All of this has transformed VMware’s Bulgaria operations from an R&D facility to a 
multi-functional hub with product, revenue generating professional services and busi-
ness operations teams. 

INNOVATE FASTER IN A MULTI-CLOUD WORLD
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